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The present invention relates to simple, practical and 
reliable means which can be readily attached to and re 
moved from the shaft of a conventional type golf club and 
which is structurally designed and adapted to enable the 
golfer to effectually orient and line up the ball striking face 
of the club's head with the golf ball preparatory to strik 
ing the ball. 
By way of introduction it is to be pointed out that while 

the invention pertains to direction indicating means which 
is satisfactorily applicable to and usable in conjunction 
with golf clubs which are used off the tee and in the 
fairway, it is preferably and consequently best adapted for 
use on the shaft of a putter and for use in conjunction with 
a putter head to greatly assist the golfer in accurately 
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lining up the putt with the cup on the green whereby to 
thus leave himself free, as it were, to merely gauge the 
distance between the ball and the cup and to read the 
green. 

Persons conversant with golfing aids for putters such 
as sighting attachments, direction indicating attachments, 
stroke gauging and other orientation contrivances are 
aware that many and varied adaptations have been de 
vised by persons in this field of endeavor with a view to 
ward enabling a golfer to improve his aim and Swing 
and consequently improving his score. The Williams 
putter attachment Patent 2,898,109 and the Partridge in 
dicator attachment Patent 3,033,574 are typical prior art 
adaptations which if checked will enable the reader to 
categorize the nature of the instant invention. 

Briefly, to advance the art and with a view toward 
achieving results which are reliably consistent the present 
invention relies for novelty on a simple pointer. This 
pointer comprises a rigid indicating arm or finger which 
when in proper relation to the shaft and head of the 
club assumes a generally horizontal elevated position, that 
is, a position elevated above the upper or top portion 
of the club head and also sufficiently elevated to move in 
a path well above the position of the ball when the ball is 
in a putting position. An adapter bracket is provided for 
detachably and adjustably mounting the pointer, said 
adapter bracket comprising a simple clip which can be 
clasped on the shaft, said clip carrying an integral out 
standing adapter arm and the median portion of said arm 
having an elongated loop supporting the cooperating 
rearward end of the pointer, said rearward end being slid 
able along said loop, whereby adjustments in a horizontal 
plane are permitted. 
These together with other objects and advantages which 

will become subsequently apparent reside in the details of 
construction and operation as more fully hereinafter de 
scribed and claimed, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawing forming a part hereof, wherein like 
numerals refer to like parts throughout, and in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a view in elevation showing a conven 

tional type golfers’ putter, illustrating the golf ball and, 
what is more significant, the attachment constructed in 
accordance with the principles of the present invention; 
FIGURE 2 is a section of the horizontal section line 

2-2 of FIG. 1; 
FIGURE 3 is a view of the attachment by itself with 

the component parts separated from each other; 
FIGURE 4 is a view on a larger scale taken on the 

plane of the section line 4-4 of FIG. 2; and 
FIGURE 5 is a view in perspective of a modified form 

of direction indicating pointer. 
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2 
With reference now to FIGS. 1 to 4, inclusive, and 

particularly to FIG. 1 it will be noted that the putter com 
prises a conventional shaft 6 having the usual hosel or 
equivalent connector 8 joined with a putter head 10 the 
ball striking or impacting surface of which is denoted at 
12. The golf ball is denoted at 14. 
The attachment features two principal components or 

parts one of which provides a readily applicable and re 
movable adapter bracket denoted generally by the numeral 
16 and the complemental part constituting the sighting, 
lining up and indicating finger or pointer (also indicator) 
this being denoted by the numeral 18. The adapter is 
preferably of one-piece construction and is also prefer 
ably made of lightwenght durable but moldable plastic ma 
terial. At one end a substantially C-shaped attaching 
clip 20 is provided. This clip is of general C-shaped 
form as at 22 to embrace the hosel 8 in the manner shown 
in FIG. 1. The resilient gripping jaws thereof are denoted 
at 24 and these are appropriately shaped to provide the 
gripping action and have free end or terminal portions 
26 which are flared outwardly and away from each other 
to assist in applying and removing the clip. The bight 
portion 28 of the clip is provided with an integral out 
standing linearly straight arm which comprises a shank 
portion 30, a free end or tip portion 32, and an elongated 
loop portion 34. The opening in this loop portion serves 
to accommodate a screw-threaded stud 36 provided at one 
end of the pointer or indicator 18. The pointer proper is 
denoted at 38 and it too is linearly straight and it is 
provided adjacent the stud with an outstanding disk-like 
member which constitutes a limit stop 40. The screw 
threaded stud extends through the slot in the loop or link 
and serves to accommodate a wing nut 42. Thus the 
pointer is detachably mounted on the loop and slidable 
along said loop, whereby adjustments in a horizontal plane 
are readily permitted. 
There may be instances where one would prefer a point 

er or indicating finger of the type illustrated in FIG. 5 
which is conveniently designated by the numeral 43, the 
same having a rigid shank or finger proper as at 44 ter 
minating in a pointed terminal or head 46. The shank at 
the other end is indicated at 48 and the adjacent abut 
ment shoulder or stop at 50. 

In practice it will be seen that the adapter bracket 16 
is applied with the clip means 20 embracing the hosel 
of the shaft. The clip may be placed at any desired ele 
vation in relation to the upper edge portion of the ball 
striking head 10. When the clip is thus applied the 
adapter arm extends in a generally horizontal plane and 
it can and should be lined up with the upper edge of the 
head so that it is thus coplanar and Substantially parallel 
to but spaced from the head. Assuming then that the in 
dicator finger or pointer 18 is in place as illustrated in 
FIGS. 1, 2 and 4, and by trial and error the blade or 
head of the club is related to the ball in the manner shown 
it will be evident that the nut 42 can be loosened and the 
end members 36 and 40 can be adjusted so that the in 
dicator is above the center of the ball as illustrated in 
FIG. 2. It is to be noted that the finger here is Such that 
it projects at right angles beyond the forward face of the 
blade or head. This is significant because when the 
blade and club are drawn back that is in a direction away 
from the ball and are then moved forwardly again the 
user by maintaining the desired line of sight can focus 
upon both the direction indicator and the ball and can 
move the indicator relative to the ball in properly oriented 
association. The attachment can be used as a highly sat 
isfactory practice and training device. In addition it can 
be used in actual play for the reason that the attach 
ment is light in weight and does not interfere with the 
balance and handling of the club. 
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The foregoing is considered as illustrative only of the 
principles of the invention. Further, since numerous 
modifications and changes will readily occurs to those 
skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention 
to the exact construction and operation shown and de 
scribed, and accordingly all suitable modifications and 
equivalents may be resorted to, falling within the scope 
of the invention as claimed. 
What is claimed as new is as follows: 
1. In combination, a conventional-type golf ball putter 

embodying a shaft provided with means functionally de 
signed and structurally adapted to aid the user of said 
club to accurately position the head of the club relative 
to the ball and thus orient and line up said head prepara 
tory to putting said ball, said means embodying a direc 
tion indicating pointer disposed at right angles to the 
lengthwise axis of said head and putting face, said pointer 
projecting forwardly of and to a terminal position well 
beyond the plane of said face and being disposed in a 
horizontal plane well above the said head and ball, and 
means mounting said pointer on said shaft, said means 
comprising an adapter having a clip removably mounted 
on a predetermined portion of the aforementioned shaft, 
said adapter also embodying a rigid arm, said arm being 
connected rigidly to said clip and having an elongated 
loop, and said pointer having an attachable rearward end 
portion detachably connected with said loop and slid 
able along said loop, whereby adjustments in a horizontal 
plane are permitted. 

2. In combination, a conventional-type golf ball putter 
embodying the usual handle-equipped shaft, said shaft pro 
vided with a regular blade-type head at its lower end, said 
head having a forward ball putting face, and means 
adapted to aid the user of the putter to accurately position 
the face of said head relative to the locale of the golf ball 
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4. 
and to accordingly orient and line up the head and ball 
on the surface of a putting green prior to putting the ball 
toward the cup, said means comprising a spring clip re 
movably and adjustably mounted on said shaft above 
the plane of said blade and an arm having an inward end 
rigidly joined to said clip, said arm being disposed at right 
angles to the longitudinal axis of said shaft and in a hori 
Zontal plane above the plane of the upper edge of said 
head and being generally parallel to said upper edge, and 
a direction indicating pointer, the median portion of said 
arm embodying a horizontal elongated loop, said pointer 
having a rearward end provided with a shouldered screw 
threaded shank, said shank passing rearwardly through 
the opening of said loop and beyond the rearward side of 
the lop and provided with an assembling and clamping 
nut, said rearward end being slidable along said loop, 
whereby adjustments of said pointer in a horizontal plane 
are permitted. 
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